May 15, 2020

Via ECFS

Chairman Ajit V. Pai
Commissioner Michael O’Rielly
Commissioner Brendan Carr
Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel
Commissioner Geoffrey Starks
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554

Re: Extending Broadband Access in Rural and Native Communities
During the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond

Dear Chairman Pai and Commissioners:

The COVID-19 pandemic has required Americans to adjust their daily activities and stay home in order to protect themselves and the health of our communities. These necessary changes require access to a necessary service – broadband. Yet, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) estimates that about 21.3 million people still do not have broadband access, with over 26% of residents in rural areas and 32% of residents in tribal lands lacking the service.¹

The undersigned organizations and individuals represent rural and Native communities. We write to share stories about the experience of lacking a broadband connection when the service is necessary to work, study, and obtain healthcare, safely. These brief anecdotes illustrate the negative impact that substandard service or lack of service has on the safety and wellbeing of rural and Native communities in general, and particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic.

We also write to share policy recommendations that we believe promise to increase broadband access in Native and rural communities in the short- and long-term. We respectfully encourage the Commission to adopt these recommendations so that our communities are not left disconnected at anytime, and are not left vulnerable during times of national emergency.

Stories of Substandard or No-Internet Service

Mark Estrada is the Superintendent of the Lockhart Independent School District (Lockhart ISD) in Lockhart, Texas. Lockhart is in Caldwell County, a rural county in central Texas about 25 miles outside of Austin. Lockhart ISD is over 300 square miles, and primarily serves underserved populations. About 60% of Lockhart ISD students live in rural areas outside of the

city proper, which means most students are bused to school. 75% of students qualify for free and reduced lunch, and 30% of students are English Language Learners. Historically underserved students continue to be underserved as technology becomes a bigger part of education. About 40% of the county surrounding Lockhart is a dead zone, and there are currently no service providers. Broadband access simply does not exist for some people, including many in the Lockhart ISD staff.

Districts in urban areas can give a hotspot to families that do not have broadband access, but a hotspot does not work when there is nothing to connect it to. For over two years, Lockhart ISD had been looking into building its own network to connect students and staff who live in the rural areas of Caldwell County, and the COVID-19 pandemic pushed the district to act urgently. In early April, Lockhart ISD purchased seven booster towers that will be placed outside school buildings and provide connectivity to the entire County. Internet service will be free to families, and the district will pay only $30 a year per household. Finding the right vendor for this project was challenging for the district because, unfortunately, providers were not interested in serving this rural community.

**Dr. Libby Cope is the Health Director of the Sophie Trettevick Indian Health Center (STIHC) owned and operated by the Makah Indian Tribe.** The STIHC is in Neah Bay, in the Makah Tribe’s reservation, located at the most northwest tip of Washington about four and a half hours from Seattle. The nearest community regional hospital is about 70 minutes away, and the closest hospitals able to provide trauma care are an hour and a half away in Port Angeles or over four hours away in Seattle. STIHC is the main provider of primary care, behavioral, dental, emergency, and urgent care to the area. STIHC serves about 2,300 patients, including Makahs living on and off the reservation and the larger non-Native community in the area.

The connectivity challenges the Makah Nation is experiencing predate COVID-19. In 2014, the Tribe built the Makah Wellness Center to house community health, physical health, and recovery services, and planned to move all other healthcare services there. However, lack of fiber broadband access or even adequate Internet service at the center has stunted that plan. Some days, it takes an hour for computers to reach the server, and other days the Internet simply does not work. This has also affected health initiatives. For example, a partnership with the University of Washington to provide telepsychiatry failed because the center did not have adequate Internet connectivity. Right now, a patient has to travel to Seattle or Tacoma to see a psychiatrist. In addition, unreliable cell phone coverage at existing healthcare facilities render hotspots useless. The area experiences power outages at least once a month, taking down cell and landline service. Finally, efforts to relocate medical facilities outside of the region’s tsunami hazard zone are not possible because broadband infrastructure does not exist outside of that zone.

**Tim Lampkin is the CEO of Higher Purpose Co. in Clarksdale, Mississippi.** Higher Purpose is an economic justice nonprofit that supports Black entrepreneurs such as farmers, artists, and traditional brick and mortar businesses across Mississippi. The economy in Clarksdale depends on tourists visiting casinos and attending the dozens of blues festivals in the region. During the pandemic, the nonprofit has been working to figure out how to assist entrepreneurs face underlying challenges exacerbated by limited connectivity: access to hardware, training to operate a business online, and online banking in one of the states with the highest populations of unbanked people.
Prior to the pandemic, entrepreneurs frequented the Higher Purpose office to use computers, print, fax, sign contracts, and complete general tasks for their business. As business activity goes online, limited access to technology and connectivity stalls rural entrepreneurs. Higher Purpose works with many family farmers that do not have the capital to invest in new technologies, and the organization is currently working on solutions to provide computers and laptops to entrepreneurs that do not have such equipment. Even for entrepreneurs that have the equipment necessary, connectivity is a problem. Those with no Internet access at home use cellphones as hotspots, including Higher Purpose staff, but spotty cell service makes hotspots an unreliable option. While existing broadband infrastructure in the Jackson, Mississippi metro area helps entrepreneurs keep their businesses afloat, entrepreneurs in rural Mississippi are stuck on the wrong side of the digital divide.

Kim Phinney works with programs serving Opportunity Youth in rural and Native communities in Appalachia, Pennsylvania, Oregon, California, and Vermont. Opportunity Youth are low-income young people between the ages of 16-24 that are not enrolled in school or participating in the labor market. 19.3% of Opportunity Youth live in rural and Native communities and face difficult challenges such as unstable housing, food insecurity, and lack of transportation. While Opportunity Youth are labeled as “disconnected,” they want opportunities for leadership, service, education, and reliable employment. Programs like YouthBuild, ConservationCorps, and AmeriCorps provide education and training services to this population, and are a vital point of internet connectivity.

Opportunity Youth visit program offices to use computers and get online. During the pandemic, distance learning and training has not been an option for these programs as Opportunity Youth simply do not have access to the Internet outside of program offices. Even cellphone service is unreliable. A program in rural Vermont reported that only one of its staff members actually has cellphone reception at their home. Although coverage is a major issue for Opportunity Youth, the ability to pay for telecommunications services and devices is the bigger problem. Of the programs that Kim works with, only one young person has a computer, and many do not have a cellphone. The reality is that Opportunity Youth and their families are simply not in a position to afford Internet service or purchase the devices necessary to get online.

Anecdotes of substandard access or no access to broadband service are not isolated. A history of underinvestment in broadband infrastructure in rural areas and tribal lands has left millions of Americans disconnected. Rural and Native communities struggled to access telecommunications services before COVID-19, and the pandemic has crystalized the burdens of the digital divide. However, this continued disparity is not inevitable. To ensure that rural and Native communities do not continue to bear the burden of disconnection, the undersigned organizations and individuals respectfully encourage the FCC to adopt the following recommendations:

**Short-Term Recommendations**

1. **Require Lifeline providers to offer unlimited voice, text, and data services to Lifeline subscribers** during the pandemic and for six months after to ensure subscribers can rely

---

on these services during recovery efforts. Lifeline usage allowances were insufficient before the pandemic, and are particularly deficient now when individuals are relying more on communications services to remain connected. Lifting the Lifeline voice, text, and data services caps will provide appropriately increased access to these critical services during the pandemic and during the recovery period.

2. Extend the 2.5 GHz Tribal Priority Window for tribes to access unclaimed spectrum licenses over their lands. Tribal governments and entities, the intended beneficiaries of this proceeding, are fully focused on protecting Native communities from COVID-19. An extension of the 2.5 GHz Tribal Priority Window will allow tribal governments to continue to devote their time, resources, and efforts on keeping their communities healthy and safe, and apply at a later date when they have had time to recuperate.

3. Encourage telecommunications companies to suspend all fixed and mobile broadband data caps and usage overage charges during the pandemic and for six months after to allow for connectivity during recovery efforts. Shelter in place orders have intensified the use of telecommunications services. At the same time, 30 million Americans have applied for unemployment benefits.³ Americans experiencing a sudden loss of income should not be worried about paying data overage charges precisely during a time when broadband services allow them to safely access social services and resources. Because the high use of telecommunications services will likely decrease gradually as states reopen economic activity, data caps and overage chargers should be suspended for six months after the pandemic ends to allow for economic recovery.

4. Encourage ISPs to offer subsidized or free broadband service to tribal governments, radio and television stations, first responders, and hospitals on reservations, during the pandemic and for six months after the end of the pandemic during recovery efforts.

5. Delay the RDOF Auction 904. The Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) promises to distribute $20.4 billion, the largest amount for rural broadband investment. The RDOF Phase I Auction (Auction 904) is scheduled to take place in five months. However, small rural and Native-owned providers are currently focused on solving connectivity challenges during the pandemic and will be focused on helping communities stay afloat during recovery efforts. This means that providers with enough resources to both respond to connectivity challenges and participate in a complex auction will effectively be the only ones able to participate. Delaying the auction would allow small rural and Native-owned providers to recuperate and gather the necessary resources to participate; thus promoting participation and competition in the auction.

6. Allow tribal lands that have received separate funding to be eligible for RDOF. Building broadband networks is expensive, and providers that choose to build networks in tribal lands need all the funding support they can get. Thus, the Commission should not disqualify tribal lands that have already received separate funding from state or Department of Agriculture programs from being eligible for RDOF funding. Multiple sources of

---

funding are necessary, particularly to build networks in tribal lands and remote areas historically neglected by large telecommunications carrier investment.

7. **Require Auction 904 winning bidders that receive funding to build in tribal lands to demonstrate an established collaboration with the tribal governments** of the lands where they received funding, within 180 days of being announced as winning bidders. Collaboration with tribal governments is critical for building broadband networks in tribal lands that actually extend connectivity to Native communities and protect sacred and historical sites. A winning bidder can demonstrate this collaboration with a letter of support from the tribal council of the tribal land they seek to serve. Winning bidders should submit this letter at the Long-Form Application stage where they provide letters of credit from banks and additional information about qualifications, funding, and the network they intend to build to meet their obligations.

**Long-Term Recommendations**

1. **The FCC should establish a Tribal Broadband Fund to provide targeted funding for broadband planning and deployment on tribal lands.** The Tribal Broadband Fund was proposed in the 2010 National Broadband Plan to provide funding for technical assistance training to tribal governments and entities to plan, construct, and maintain broadband projects on tribal lands. The Fund would enable tribal governments and entities to conduct feasibility and deployment studies to identify broadband infrastructure needs. Such studies could improve data accuracy regarding the lack of infrastructure on tribal lands and challenge FCC Form 477 data inaccuracies. The Fund would also provide targeted infrastructure funding, which could supplement resources designated for tribal lands from the four Universal Service Fund programs.

2. **Collect affordability and outage data, crosscheck data reported by providers, and survey consumers.** The Broadband DATA Act moved FCC data collection efforts in the right direction, but the Commission should do more to truly understand the status of telecommunications services in our nation. To understand the role of affordability in closing the digital divide, it is important that the Commission collect information about the price that customers pay. To understand the reliability of our broadband networks, it is important that the Commission collect data about network outages. To enhance information self-reported by providers and reporting errors in broadband access, these data collection efforts should be supplemented by FCC-crosschecking of data and independent FCC surveys with consumers.

3. **Establish interagency cooperation** with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Department of Interior, Indian Health Services, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). These agencies play an important role in connecting rural areas and tribal lands. The combined knowledge, skills, and resources, of

---


the FCC and these agencies can birth new solutions and initiatives to finally close the
digital divide in the United States.

4. **Extend E-Rate networks.** It is within the Commission’s statutory authority and its E-rate
rules to extend connectivity to students’ homes, at no cost to the Universal Service Fund.
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires that broadband services funded by E-Rate
be used for “educational purposes,” which has been broadly applied by the Commission.\(^6\) Moreover, the statute specifically states that “access to advanced telecommunications and information services” be enhanced to elementary and secondary school “classrooms.”\(^7\) The reality today as demonstrated by the COVID-19 pandemic, is that students’ homes are their classrooms, and learning does not end when children leave
the physical school building.

5. **Hold a Tribal Priority Filing Window for every spectrum auction.** Tribes, Alaska
Native Villages, and Native people, need access to spectrum to close the digital divide that
persists in tribal lands across the United States. In 2010 the Commission created a priority
for tribes, tribal entities, and tribal members to obtain licenses to provide radio services
over tribal lands.\(^8\) This year, the Commission opened a process that allows tribes and
qualifying tribal entities, Alaska Native Villages, and Native Hawaiians to obtain a license
in the 2.5 GHz band before the auction of unlicensed spectrum in that band.\(^9\) These
initiatives are commendable and worthy of duplication. Tribal access to spectrum extends
radio service and allows tribes to provide Internet service on tribal lands. The Commission
should replicate these successes by creating a Tribal Priority Filing Window for licenses
over tribal lands in advance of every spectrum auction.

The FCC has taken important steps to address broadband access during the COVID-19 pandemic;
for example, creating and extending the Keep America Connected Pledge, reminding schools and
libraries that they may permit community-access to their E-Rate Wi-Fi signal, and granting
temporary spectrum access to tribal colleges and governments. We commend the Commission on
these valuable measures. Yet, more must be done to ensure that rural and Native communities are
not left on the wrong side of the digital divide.

In the spirit of offering solutions, we encourage the Commission to embrace the policy
recommendations included in this letter.

Respectfully,

**Organizations**
A Colony of Women, Camden, AL
Access to Independence of Cortland County, Inc., Cortland, NY
Black Belt Community Foundation, Selma, AL

---

\(^6\) [47 U.S.C. § 254 (h)(1)(B).](#)
\(^7\) [47 U.S.C. § 254 (h)(2)(A).](#)
\(^9\) [See Transforming the 2.5 GHz Band, Report and Order, 34 FCC Red 5446(7) (2019).](#)
Bobrow-Williams Group, LLC, Augusta, GA
Center for Rural Strategies, Whitesburg, KY
Children's Defense Fund Southern Regional Office, Jackson, MS
Commonwealth Multifamily Housing Corporation, Cobb, CA
Delta Interfaith, Tallulah, LA
Department of Public Transformation, Granite Falls, MN
Earth Justice Network, Athens, OH
Foundation for the Mid South, Jackson, MS
Friends of Buckingham, Buckingham, VA
Graham Revitalization Economic Action Team- GREAT, Robbinsville, NC
Hartsville District of the United Methodist Church, Hartsville, SC
Heart of the Rockies Initiative, Helena, MT
Institute for Rural Emergency Management at University of Central Missouri, Warrensburg, MO
Lake County Broadband Solutions, Cobb, CA
Lighthouse Christian Fellowship, Tallulah, LA
Mother and Men Against All Violence In Solidarity (MAAVIS), Selma, AL
Mountain Association for Community Economic Development (MACED), Berea, KY
Mare Island Heritage Trust, Vallejo, CA
MSP Ventures, LLC, Athens, TN
Native Public Media, Flagstaff, AZ
NEW IT Alliance, Oshkosh, WI
Paleontological Research Institution, Ithaca, NY
Preserve Montgomery County, Blacksburg, VA
Public Knowledge, Washington DC
Rhema Ranch, Union Springs, AL
Rural Assembly, Whitesburg, KY
Rural Community Assistance Corp, West Sacramento, CA
Savage Acres, LLC, Catawba, VA
Southern Rural Black Women's Initiative, Jackson, MS
Southwest Conference United Church of Christ, Phoenix, AZ
Startup Colorado, Gunnison, CO
Texas Downtown Association, Austin, TX
The Public Policy Network of NE GA and SW NC, Young Harris, GA
Tiwahe Foundation, Minneapolis, MN
Together for Hope Louisiana, Lake Providence, LA
Tri-Area Community Health, Laurel Fork, VA
Virginia Rural Health Association, Blacksburg, VA
West Virginia Center on Budget and Policy, Charleston, WV
Western Colorado Alliance, Grand Junction, CO
Westside Sponsoring Committee, Plaquemine, LA
Yogaville Environmental Solutions, Buckingham, VA

**Individuals**

1. Abigail Landmeier, Grand Junction, CO
2. Alexandra Moore, Brooktondale, NY
3. Amber Pertee, Courtland, VA
4. Andrea Axel, Seattle, WA
5. Andrea Mercado, Lewiston, ME
6. Andrew Luskin, Blacksburg, VA
7. Anita Sugimura Holsapple, Lafayette, LA
8. Annie Hoy, Ashland, OR
9. Arlene Dominguez, Phoenix, AZ
10. Art Gillen, Greeneville, TN
12. Ashley Hanson, Granite Falls, MN 60. Gail Musante, Deposit, NY
14. Barbara Selhorst, El Cerrito, CA 62. Gregg Moore, Arcata, CA
15. Beau Harbin, Cortland, NY 63. Heather Martin, Louisville, CO
16. Bethany E. Chaney, Carrboro, NC 64. J. A. Mossbarger, Grandbury, TX
17. Beverly Kegel, Louisburg, NC 65. Jaclyn Austin, Cromona, KY
18. Bill Bishop, La Grange, TX 66. James Hixson, Laurelville, OH
20. Brent Wilson, South Portland, ME 68. Jane Gunningham, Mountalake Terrace, WA
22. Bryan Price, South Boston, VA 70. Janet Rummel, Spencer, IN
23. Callie Greer, Selma, AL 71. Jarrett Cloud, Morris Plains, NJ
24. Carol Blackmon, Jackson, MS 72. Jennifer Whittaker, Philadelphia, PA
25. Carol Kuhre, Athens, OH 73. Jenny Totten, Gary, WV
26. Carolyn Fowler, Inglewood, CA 74. Jessica O'Donovan, Raleigh, NC
27. Chad Thorne, Somerville, ME 75. Joal H. Broun, Carrboro, NC
28. Charlene Kelley, Shreveport, LA 76. Joe Dan Johnson, Arrington, VA
29. Charles Gourd, Park Hill, OK 77. Joel Cohen, Somerville, MA
31. Christina Cody, Gaffney, SC 79. John Maxwell, Martinsville, VA
32. Connie Loden, Two Rivers, WI 80. Juanita Franco, Visalia, CA
34. Curtis Black, Horatio, AR 82. Justice of the Peace, Laurie "Harrie" Farrow, Eureka Springs, AR
35. David Kopp, Lovettsville, VA 83. Jyoti Parmar, Gainesville, FL
36. David Shideler, Stillwater, OK 84. Karen K. Studebaker, Ellison Bay, WI
37. David Studebaker, Ellison Bay, WI 85. Katherine Bernal, West Monroe, LA
38. Dawn Daly-Mack, Gaston, NC 86. Kelli Newton, Heathsville, VA
39. Deb Rock, Healdsburg, CA 87. Kelly Griffith, Tucson, AZ
40. Deborah A. Thomas, Pelham, AL 88. Kelly Wayne, Hector, MN
41. Deborah Love, Bozeman, MT 89. Kerry Kowalczyk, Gorham, ME
42. Derek Carter, Mineral, VA 90. Kevin Lahmers, Blacksburg, VA
43. Diana Kostelecky, Zuni, NM 91. Kevin McNamara, Rio Vista, CA
42. Dr. Audrey Young, AppleSprings, TX 92. Kristin Macapagal, Tucson, AZ
45. Dr. Fredrick L. Hickmon, DeKalmb, MS 93. Kurt Anderson, Waterville Valley, NH
46. Dr. Lee Smith, Horatio, AR 94. Laulette Hansen, Missoula, MT
47. Edward Savage, Catalaba, VA 95. Laura Arvin, Lake Providence, LA
48. Eileen Piwetz, Midland, TX 96. Laura Helle, Austin, MN
49. Elena Kaye-Schiess, Boston, MA 97. Laura Jones, Coldspring, TX
50. Ellen Beasley, Erwin, NC 98. Laura M Toops, Merrillville, IN
52. Ellen Wright, Cortland, NY 100. Leslie Price, Solsberry, IN
53. Emaleigh Osborn, Debord, KY 101. Linda Threats, Lake Providence, LA
54. Eric Reece, Robbinsville, NC 102. Lindsay Peterson, Gallup, NM
55. Esther Bemis, Zuni, NM 103. Lisa Deville, Mandaree, ND
56. Felecia L. Lucky, Livingston, AL 104. Lisa Richard, Bristol, VA
57. Fr. Mark Watson, Shreveport, LA 105. Liz McGeechy, Norris, TN
58. Gail Bird, Mesa, AZ
106. Lois Scheib, Shreveport, LA
107. Louisa Gay, Blacksburg, VA
108. Louise Learson, Shelby, NC
109. Lynaya Elliott, Columbus, OH
110. Lynda Majors, Blacksburg, VA
111. Lynn Ogden, Murphy, NC
112. Mara Casey Ticken, Lewiston, ME
113. Marc Boswell, Lake Providence, LA
114. Maria Lopez Carr, Providence, RI
115. Marie R. Flowers, Dillwyn, VA
116. Mariel Triggs, Oakland, CA
117. Marilyn Alice Reiher, Lake Oswego, OR
118. Marissa Lorenz, Kremmling, CO
119. Mark Kopka, Wilmar State, MN
120. Mark Laustrup, Hayward, WI
121. Marsha Livingston, Clinton, TN
122. Mary J. Brown, Grand Rapids, TN
123. Mary Sketch, Knoxville, TN
124. Matthew Rantanen, Pala, CA
125. Melissa Collier, Jackson, MS
126. Melissa Tabb, PA
127. Melissa Wauneka, Albuquerque, NM
128. Meredyth Hudson, Campbell, CA
129. Michelle Drath, Albany, MO
130. Michelle Shiplet, Robbinsville, NC
131. Mikhal Ben-Joseph, Graham, NC
132. Molly Sowash, Athens, OH
133. Monica Vela, Tulsa, OK
134. Monique Tuset, Durham, NC
135. Nancy Simerl, Sherburne, NY
136. Nick Goulette, Hayfork, CA
137. Patricia K. Fua, Honolulu, HI
138. Patricia Talbot, Blacksburg, VA
139. Paul Drees, Granite Falls, MN
140. Percy Threats, Lake Providence, LA
141. Portia Brown, Harrisonburg, VA
142. Prairie Rose Seminole, Fargo, ND
143. Rachel Sluis, Gallup, NM
144. Rev. Barbara McGarey, Raton, NM
145. Richard (Butch) Kelly, Catawba, VA
146. Roger Wess, Chadron, NE
147. Rory McIlmoiil, Deep Gap, NC
148. Ryland Sherman, Washington, DC
149. Samantha Gomez, Pine Hill, AL
150. Sara Hill, Wesley Chapel, FL
151. Sarah Nicole, Richmond, VA
152. Sarah Pytalski, Roseburg, OR
153. Sarah Raymer, Lenoir City, TN
154. Sarah Strickland, Robbinston, ME
155. Sharon Gulick, Jefferson City, MO
156. Shauna Brooks, Knoxville, TN
157. Shirley A. Layton, Lufkin, TX
158. Shirley Sherrod, Albany, GA
159. Shirley Sneve, Minneapolis, MN
160. Sister Nerbie Barrett, Lake Providence, LA
161. Stephanie Butler, Dothan, AL
162. Steve Jenkins, Sturgeon Bay, WI
163. Susan Heath, Albany, OR
164. Susan Kelly Caldwell, Bossier City, LA
165. Suzanne Testerman, Irving State, NY
166. Tammy Harty, Grandin, MO
167. Tara Partow, Gallup, NM
168. Taylor Bingham, Los Lunas, NM
169. Tina Smusz, Catawba, VA
170. Tom Miller, Albany, MO
171. Toni W. Riley, Hopkinsville, KY
172. Tracey L. Wilkie, West Fargo, ND
173. Tracy Malterer, Iron Ridge, WI
174. Valena Beety, Phoenix, AZ
175. Vineta Byrd, Mount Pleasant, TX
176. Wayne Benton, Union Springs, AL
177. Wendy Coleman, Williamson, WV
178. Wendy Gonzales, Tucson, AZ
179. Zowie Banteah, Zuni, NM